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The Spae

Struturing Your Software Systems with

Spae Classes

This paper desribes the spae related lasses of the CyberSpae Foundation (CSF) and

it's advantages in struturing, loating and moving software systems. These lasses

de�ne the base of the CyberSpae Arhiteture (CSA). Spei�ally the lasses

"

Area\,

"

Frame\,

"

Context\ and

"

Gate\ are introdued and explained. Also the relation to the

CyberSpae Objet Arhiteture (COA) is desribed, another onept of CAP.
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The CyberSpae. Atually this is only a graphial presentation

of an empty (and quite boring) part of it.

1 Introdution

Every piee of software is inherently loated somewhere. This is not immediately obvious,

as it is extremely easy to opy, hange or move suh software piees and therefore the

loation property is usually only pereived if problems arise.

But the fat, that software is assoiated with it's environment has been observed sine the

onept of algorithms is known and is reeted in suh phenomena like

"

environments\

or

"

porting problems\.

Being assoiated with an environment doesn't mean anything else but being loated some-

where in a spae, merely that this spae isn't as imagenable as the physial spae with

it's three dimensions.

Within the CSA this spae is alled

"

CyberSpae\, a term taken originally from siene

�tion literature (William Gibson), whih seems most appropriate to denote this spae.
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It should be emphasized here, that in ontrast to the many di�erent possibilities of visua-

lizing this spae, it is onsidered here as a purely logial onept with two main properties:

it has a apaity to store information and this information has a loation inside the spae.

Another lari�ation should be made. The term

"

CyberSpae\ is often used for worldwide

omputer networks. But not the network as suh has the property of a spae: you annot

put anything into it. The network only onnets all the omputers, and they provide the

spae. In the ontext of worldwide onneted omputers with lots of spae the pereption

of

"

spae\ is muh more evident than when looking at a single poket alulator.
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Inside you �nd a small piee of CyberSpae.
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2 Modelling the CyberSpae

Keeping in mind this assoiation to loations and regarding objet oriented modelling

tehniques of software, this leads to the question of how to take bene�t from this knowledge

by modelling the CyberSpae. Some observations may help here.

The �rst observation is that the

CyberSpae is devided into sub-

spaes. This division is neither om-

plete, nor stati, nor are these sub-

spaes disjuntive. But there are a

lot. The subspaes de�ne boundari-

es between and around them.

Next, as mentioned above, things in

CyberSpae (objets, information)

have a spei� loation at a given ti-

me. Of ourse, some of these objets

may be able to travel around.

Furthermore these things are not on-

ly loated somewhere, but have qui-

te di�erent meanings depending on

their loation. In other words, the

loations provide a spei� ontext.

And last not least, if objets tra-

vel around in CyberSpae, they have

to pass the boundaries between the

subspaes. The best way to do this

is to use the door.
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Now, modelling these items has a lot of advantages. The model provides a means to handle

them, to have a well de�ned interfae available to aess information related to them, to

de�ne a plae where to put this related information and to state some things expliitely

whih otherwise had to be stated impliitely or, even worse, ouldn't be stated.

The model of the CyberSpae and it's omponents, whih is presented in the following

setions, is based on the objet oriented paradigm. It is based on the above mentioned

observations and onsists of the lasses Area, Context, Frame and Gate.

The following �gure shows the lass relations of the spae related lasses of the CSF in

OMT notation. Following the lasses are explained in detail.

class
Area

class
Frame

class
Gate

class
Context

2

The spae related lasses of the CSF and their relations.
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2.1 Class Area

class
Area

The lass Area de�nes, as it says, areas. It doesn't make muh sense to model the whole

CyberSpae, but modelling areas is perfetly sensible. Areas de�ne arbitrary subspaes

of the CyberSpae. Areas an overlap, inlude eah other, be ordered hierarhially, exist

temporarily and an be very small or giganti in size.

2.1.1 Examples of Areas

Examples of Areas inlude

� your omputer

� a network

� all the aounts you have

� the sope of a subroutine

� all omputers of a ompany

� all omputers of a ountry

� all media of a ountry (omputers, disks, et.)

� a part of the Internet

� the subdiretory on your PC with the games

2.1.2 Kinds of De�nition

All these examples have in ommon that there is a physial medium assoiated with them,

i.e. a plae, where you an store bits. The respetive areas are de�ned through the limits

of this medium.

Alternatively you an de�ne an Area by speifying a onstraint whih must be ful�lled

by any part of this Area. Eah Area you an de�ne by the loation of it's medium you

an also de�ne by giving a onstraint, but not vie versa.

E.g. all omputers in a ountry are de�ned by the onstraint that the respetive Areas

have to be in that ountry.
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2.1.3 Virtual Areas

But still, independant of the kind of their de�nition, Areas so far mentioned are in fat

realized somewhere, even if this plae is no longer loalized but instead spread around.

Probably this restrition is not neessary and it an be meaningful to inlude virtual Areas,

like

"

english spoken\,

"

C++-language understood\ or

"

all working programs (inluding

non-written ones)\.

Related to this problem are several questions, like modelling these properties as spei�

kinds of ontexts, or whether an objet in a view has identity or only represents the

identity of something else and serves as a handle.

Currently the deision whether to inlude virtual Areas is not made.

2.1.4 Proportions of Areas

The size of the mentioned Areas may vary, as you have seen from the examples given above.

Also the relative sizes between Areas, Frames and Contexts may vary. Two examples for

this shall be given.

First, onsider a big Area, with a few interfaes and muh spae for objets to at inside.

This may be, e.g., a big ompany and the interfaes are the views of this ompany to the

world.

Seond, onsider a small Area with the inside only ontaining a small algorithm whih

interats on the views of it's Frame and being very integrated with this views. This is

something like a view of the world of an agent.

2.2 Class Context

class
Context

To give spei� Areas a meaning aording to their informal intended semanti, their

must be a way to assoiate information with them and to provide a standardized way to

aess this information.

This information is denoted here as a Context. The word environment, whih is often

used in a similar way, is de�ned here as the onrete things around an area, while ontext

is more abstrat. The relation between them is a bit of a lass-objet relation. You an

say, that an environment de�nes or provides a Context.
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2.3 Class Frame

class
Frame

To omplete the piture, a Frame is a sublass derived from an Area whih provides a

Context. An Area may be viewed from inside or from outside, while a Frame onentrates

on the inside view.

A Frame is in a sense the ontrary of an objet: an objet enapsulates it's inner om-

ponents, providing aess to them through a well de�ned interfae.

Interface

ViewerObject

An objet enapsulates it's inner omponents.

In ontrast to this, a Frame enapsulates the outside world. Aess is also provided through

a well de�ned interfae.

World

Interface Frame

Viewer

A Frame enapsulates the outside world.

In the speial ase of a Frame these interfaes may be alled

"

Views\.

Thus, a Frame provides a ontext for algorithms or systems to allow them to be founded

on a well de�ned base.
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2.4 Class Gate

class
Gate

As mentioned above, objets traveling around in CyberSpae, passing boundaries between

subspaes, should use the door. This is to avoid that they have to break through the wall

and get damaged or otherwise onfused.

The lass Gate models these orderly pathes between Areas. Today's gates an be found in

form of import/export funtions, data onverters and e.g. automati data transformations

within �le systems (ompression/deompression, onversion of CR/LF sequenes).

Gates an provide a lot of servies. These inlude:

� transformation of data formats (translation between di�erent operating systems or

appliations)

� translation of texts between di�erent language Areas

� ontrolling aess for seurity purposes

� translation of referenes (loal �le pointers to world wide web �le pointers, inner

ountry addresses of people to foreign ountry addresses)

� adapting data to spei� Area onstraints (moving data into a persistent Area as

an abstrat database storage operation)

Passing a Gate is therefore an easy to omprehend abstration for many di�erent opera-

tions.

3 Travelling Around in CyberSpae

Also these lasses an be used with pro�t for ommon software omponents and operations

like e.g. opying and onverting �les, it's power is potentiated when used in onjuntion

with speially prepared objets.

Within the CSA projet suh objets are provided by the means of a speial arhiteture,

the CyberSpae Objet Arhiteture COA. COA objets an be equipped with many useful

information, allowing them to be viewed under di�erent aspets and to hange their

appearane.
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This is espspeially useful for visualization of Areas and their ontents under many and

often unforeseen aspets. To ahieve this, COA objets provide their information to a high

degree in a generi fashion.

Equipped with these features, COA objets are able to interat with Gates and an, like

a hameleon, easily adopt to the respetive Areas they travel through and provide the

servies and information they are requested to provide.

The COA is an open onept. It is not neessary to onvert everything to COA objets.

Instead the arhiteture allows to embed existing things in a hull whih onforms on it's

outside to the COA requirements.

4 Taking Bene�t

There are lots of appliations of these lasses and hene as many possibilities to take

bene�t from them:

� Modelling physial units like omputers, devies and networks to provide tehnial

information. This allows automati onversion of data and adaptation to the respe-

tive loal environments. It inludes onversion of �le formats, updating of external

�le referenes, linking to loal �les and parametrizations. The information provided

supports porting of software and hene is another step to

"

plug & play\ systems.

� Modelling organizational units like ompanies, departments and oÆes to provide

ontextual information. This inludes again data onversion, but under di�erent

aspets like translation of textual elements to di�erent languages or adaptations

to loal time and urreny. Seurity ontrol an be assoiated with the passing of

Gates; data hek in and hek out in lient/server systems, di�erent agenies or

even transfer to notebooks an be modelled.

� Building a powerful base for visualization of areas of all kinds. This is espeially

of interest for

"

net surfer\. To visualize a journey through the CyberSpae it is a

very good metapher to show the way as a sequene of rooms linked together with

doors (or gates). The spae lasses provide a good point to link this visulization

information to and to provide a substantial semanti to the pitures.

� Probably the most important feature of the lasses is the provision of very general

and easy to omprehend abstrations for a lot of di�erent entities and operations.

Therefore it is possible to build in onjuntion with the COA a set of generi and

dynami data manipulation tools. An example of this is an editor similar to a �-

le manager, whih may be used to manage and organize entities in and between

di�erent areas.

� And last not least these lasses serve as an e�etive means to separate various

aspets in engineering software systems, allowing to onentrate on the respetive

relevant aspets.
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5 Conlusion

De�ning the CyberSpae appropriate, the spatial aspets of software systems an be

modelled in a very useful fashion.

An easy to survey but far reahing objet oriented model is presented here, omposed of

the lasses Area, Frame, Context and Gate.

This model an serve as a platform to build a great variety of appliations on, allowing

to aess and desribe many aspets of software systems in a lear and powerful manner.


